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The Four Seasons 
of Iceland

Summer is warm and bright.

Winter is cold and dark. The snow begins to fall.2

Winter

Summer



In the spring, rain falls 
and plants begin to grow. 

Spring
Summer is warm and bright.

Winter is cold and dark. The snow begins to fall.

Autumn
In the autum days 
become darker. 
Leaves change colour.

Summer and 
winter.
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Þegar fyrstu landnem-
arnir settust að á Íslandi 

voru aðeins tvær árstíðir? 
Sú hlýja og bjarta og sú 

kalda og dimma. 
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football

grass

ice cream

shorts

t-shirt

yellow flowers

Did you know: The season depends on where you are in the world?Summer in Iceland.
Land of the mindnight sun.

Summer Sunshine
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The days are sunny and bright.
Kids play outside into the night.

Did you know: The season depends on where you are in the world?

Sumar á 
Íslandi!

If it´s winter  
in Australia, 
then it´s …
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Autumn is Here

Autumn is here. 
In the autumn, 
the leaves turn  
red, orange, yellow  
and brown.  
The days grow colder 
and darker. Kids go 
back to school.

Did you know: There are 180 days in a school year?

bag 

backpack

boots

grey jacket

red vest

red scarf

shoes

yellow hat
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Did you know: There are 180 days in a school year?
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The Cold 
 Wind Blows

moon

mountains

northern lights 

snow 

stars

 Did you know: Nothern lights can be purple, green and pink?

The moon, stars and 
northern lights shine 
bright in the dark sky.
Snow covers the moun-
tains and the air is cold. 
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The Cold 
 Wind Blows

.
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 Did you know: Nothern lights can be purple, green and pink?



Winter Fun 
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black and  

pink striped scarf

black hat

blue snow pants

green snow suit

purple snow jacket

yellow mittens



Winter Fun 
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Stysti dagur 
ársins er  

21. desember?

Yes, there 
are about 

20 hours of 
darkness and 
four hours of 

daylight.

In the winter, it is cold  
and dark. There are lots  
of fun things to do. 
You can skate, you can ski and 
you can make a snowman.
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Spring Rain

Spring is here. The rain  
falls in the spring.  
Look up in the sky, 
you might see a rainbow.  
Kids play in puddles  
and use umbrellas. 

puddles 

rain 

rain boots

rainbow

rain jacket

rain pants

umbrella
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Marta making  
a snowman  
in Denmark.

What Season is It?

William and his sister 
Jenny playing with 
leaves at a park in 
London. 

Carlos swimming in Spain.
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Helga jumping in 
puddles in Iceland.

Carlos swimming in Spain.
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Shoes in 
 All Seasons

Sandals are good to  
wear when it is hot.

Sandals are best  
in the summer.

Sneakers are good to  
wear when on a walk.

Sneakers are best  
in the autumn.

Rain boots are good  
to wear in the rain.

Rain boots are  
best in the spring.

Snow boots are good  
to wear in the snow.

Snow boots are  
best in the winter.
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